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Effect of cyclic chain architecture on properties of dilute solutions
of polyethylene from molecular dynamics simulations

Seung Soon Jang, Tahir Çağin, and William A. Goddard IIIa)

Materials and Process Simulation Center, Beckman Institute, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California 91125

~Received 6 February 2003; accepted 16 April 2003!

We have used molecular dynamics methods to investigate the effects of cyclic chain architecture on
the properties of dilute solutions. In order to include solvent effects in estimating these properties,
we use a van der Waals scaling factor determined for each solvent by matching to the theta
condition. We predict that the theta temperature~u! of cyclic PE~c-PE! is ;10% lower than for the
linear case~l-PE!. This can be compared to the experimental results for polystyrene~PS!, whereu
for cyclic PS is 2% lower. For conditions corresponding ton-pentane solvent, we predict that
^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear is 0.59 for all temperatures above 350 K. The deviation from the ratio of

0.50–0.53 expected from analytic theory is due to the competition between chain stiffness and
excluded volume effects. To calculate the intrinsic viscosity of c-PE and l-PE we extended the
Bloomfield–Zimm type theory to include chain stiffness corrections. We find that for the theta
temperature, the ratio of viscosities for c-PE and l-PE is 0.71, which is 7% higher than the value of
0.66 from the freely jointed chain model. This difference is caused by the larger value of
^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear from the simulations. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The recent breakthrough in synthesizing monodispe
cyclic ethylene by the Grubbs group1 stimulated us to inves
tigate the effects of cyclic chain architecture on the prop
ties of dilute solutions. Since the properties of dilute polym
solutions depend upon the spatial distribution of monome
units and on the number of monomeric unit in a chain,2–7 the
chain architecture~e.g., linear, star, comb, or ring! will affect
the hydrodynamic properties even with the same numbe
monomeric units. The unique topology of having no cha
ends make cyclic chains of particular interest.8–10 Thus, the
observation that viral DNA can be circular11–18 stimulated
theoretical studies to predict the difference between cy
chain and linear counterparts to elucidate the effect of cy
architecture.19–45The synthesis of cyclic polymers with na
row molecular weight distributions46–58 now makes it fea-
sible to verify such theoretical predictions.

Kramers8,9 estimated that the viscosity ratio between
cyclic polymer and its linear counterpart is 0.5 based on
observation that the dimension of a cyclic chain should
one half of that of linear polymer. A similar result was d
rived independently by Zimm and Stockmayer.10 Such con-
siderations ignore both the hydrodynamic interactions
excluded volume effects. Later Zimm59 extended the Rous
model60 by introducing hydrodynamic interactions betwe
chain segments in a viscous medium for linear chains,
then Bloomfield and Zimm20 and Fukatsu and Kurata21 inde-
pendently included the effects of hydrodynamic interactio
for cyclic chains in dilute solution while the excluded vo
ume effect61–64 was included by assuming the Kirkwood

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
1840021-9606/2003/119(3)/1843/12/$20.00
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Riseman approximation.65 The result for the theta condition
was that @h#c /@h# l50.662 ~Bloomfield and Zimm! and
0.645 ~Fukatsu and Kurata!, where @h#c and @h# l are the
intrinsic viscosity of the cyclic and linear polymers, respe
tively. Although in good agreement with each other, the
two theoretical approaches employed conflicting assum
tions to predict the excluded volume effect, resulting in o
posite predictions for the radius of gyration rat
(^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear where^Rg

2&cyclic and^Rg
2& linear are the ra-

dius of gyration for cyclic and linear chain, respectively!.
Fukatsu and Kurata found that theRg ratio increases with
increasing excluded volume effect, whereas Bloomfield a
Zimm found the opposite trend. Consequently, the predic
@h#c /@h# l by Bloomfield and Zimm is decreased faster th
that by Fukatsu and Kurata. Later, Yu and Fujita4 improved
the formula suggested by Bloomfield and Zimm, leading
the same trend as Fukatsu and Kurata. On the other h
using excluded volume theory based on perturbat
theory,66 Pyun and Fixman67,68 calculated the intrinsic vis-
cosity of linear chain without the Kirkwood–Riseman a
proximation and found a 5% smaller value of intrinsic vi
cosity. Later, Fixman pointed out that, in the Kirkwood
Riseman approximation, a polymer chain would maintain
instantaneous confor mation during rotation or translat
and hence this formalism neglects thermal fluctuation of
chain conformation.69 On this basis, Imai predicted the de
pendence of intrinsic viscosity ratio on solvent power, rea
ing qualitative result similar to the Bloomfield–Zimm typ
theory. They pointed out that the Bloomfield–Zimm typ
theory overestimates chain stiffness effects.23

Although, the predictions from these analytic theori
are qualitatively correct at the theta condition, they canno
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Force field parameters used for coarse-grained cyclic and linear polyethylene. The functional
are given in Eq.~1!.a,b

EvdW CH2 R0
c 4.4113 D0

d 0.093 39
CH3 R0

c 4.4113 D0
d 0.226 50

Ebond CH2–CH2 R0
c 1.54 Kb

e 520
CH2–CH3 R0

c 1.54 Kb
e 520

Eangle CH2–CH2–CH2 u0
f 114 Ku

g 124.19
CH2–CH2–CH3 u0

f 114 Ku
g 124.19

Etorsion CH2–CH2–CH2–CH2 V1
d (d1) 1.4109~21! V2

d (d2) 20.271~1! V3
d (d3) 2.787~21!

CH2–CH2–CH2–CH3 V1
d (d1) 1.4109~21! V2

d (d2) 20.271~1! V3
d (d3) 2.787~21!

aThe SKS force field uses a fixed bond distance. This bond-stretching potential function is based on the A
force field ~Refs. 97 and 98!.

bThe torsion potential of the SKS force field was based on the OPLS~optimized potentials for liquid simulation!
force field ~Ref. 99!.

cIn Å. SKS useEvdW(R)54e$(s/R)122(s/R)6%. ThusR05A6 2s.
dIn kcal/mol.D0 ~kcal/mol!5ke ~SKS! wherek is the Boltzmann constant.
eIn kcal/mol/Å2.
fIn degrees.
gIn kcal/mol/rad2.
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compared directly to experimental observations46–58 in vari-
ous solvents. Since these theories are derived assumin
simple freely jointed chain model, they cannot treat ch
stiffness, which arises from local interactions betwe
nearby neighboring segments.3,4,20,21 Consequently, we de
veloped a theory to include the role of chain stiffness~which
depends on the specific polymer! in the presence of exclude
volume effects.

In this paper we focus on the effect of cyclic chain a
chitecture with unknotted topology on dilute solution pro
erties of polyethylene in various solvents by combining m
lecular dynamics~MD! simulations with the Bloomfield–
Zimm type analytic theory.4,20

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

A. Force field

The methylene (CH2) and methyl (CH3) groups in poly-
ethylene were treated as united atoms, that is, each CH2 or
CH3 unit was treated as a single neutral pseudoatom cent
at the C. The force field for this coarse-grained polyethyle
model uses valence terms of the form

Ebond~R!a5 1
2KR~R2R0!2, ~1a!

Eangle~u!5 1
2Ku~u2u0!2, ~1b!

Etorsion~f!b5(
n

1
2 Vn@12dn cos~nf!#, ~1c!

where the parameters are summarized in Table I. It is ba
on the Siepmann–Karanorni–Smit force field70–72developed
to describe thermodynamic properties ofn-alkanes. The van
der Waals~vdW! interactions are described with Lennar
Jones 12-6 potentials,

EvdW~R!5D0H S R0

R
D 12

22S R0

R
D 6J ~1d!

allowing different parameters for CH2 and CH3 groups. The
off-diagonal vdW interactions are defined by the geome
mean combination rule:R0

AB5AR0
AR0

B and D0
AB5AD0

AD0
B.
r 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The nonbonded interactions between 1–2, 1–3, and
neighbors were excluded. This force field was tested ex
sively by Smit and co-workers,70–73 for n-alkanes ranging
from pentane (C5) through octatetracontane (C48) and is suc-
cessful in describing both vapor–liquid phase equilibria a
surface tension.

To include solvent effects without the enormous cost
explicitly treating huge numbers of solvent molecules in M
simulations, we decreased the strengthD0 of the nonbonded
interactions. The idea is that

~i! in a poor solvent~e.g., vacuum! the chain has a ten
dency to fold into a globule at lower temperature
this folding into a globule is opposed by exclusio
effects~vdW! and chain stiffness,

~ii ! a good solvent will tend to dissolve the components
the chain so that the van der Waals interactions ex
rienced by each atom arises mostly from the solve
leading to a very open polymer chain topology.

To mimic such effects with an implicit model, we screen t
total van der Waals interaction as in the following:

Eeffective
vdW ~R!5 f D0H S R0

R
D 12

22S R0

R
D 6J . ~2!

The solvation scale factorf in Eq. ~2! changes only the en
ergy well depth without changing van der Waals radius. T
is, we assume that positioning solvent molecules betw
polymer segments affects both the repulsive interaction
the attractive interaction to the same extent. Thus, the so
of screening of van der Waals interaction is just the solv
molecules occupying the space between polymer segme
Here solvents with different screening efficiency or differe
solvent power will lead to a different scaling factor,f. This is
similar to using a dielectric constant to mimic the screen
of the charge–charge interactions by a solvent.

Previously, Saribanet al.74,75 and Ryckaert and his
co-workers76 studied properties of polyethylene at the the
condition by introducing a reduced dispersion parameterb,
in the Lennard-Jones potential:
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1845J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 119, No. 3, 15 July 2003 Effect of cyclic chain architecture
EvdW~R!54eH S s

RD 12

2bS s

RD 6J , ~3!

whereb is between 0.0 and 1.0. Here the theta condition w
found by adjusting the value ofb at a given value ofe. Both
groups reported a value forb around 0.5 at 400 K, but the
physical meaning of this ad hoc parameter,b, has not been
thoroughly discussed. Equation~3! leads to a vdW radius o
R05(2/b)1/6s which increases with decreasingb while the
vdW energy ofD052eb2 becomes weaker with decreasin
b. Thusb balances the attractive and repulsive interactio
due to the solvent, allowing the chain expansion result
from excluded volume effects to be compensated.

B. Molecular dynamics

Our molecular dynamics studies used the Nose–Hoo
thermostat77–80 to maintain the temperature. The van d
Waals interactions were calculated for all pairs of ato
without a finite cutoff distance.

We considered cyclic and linear polyethylene for cha
with 200, 300, 400, and 600 atoms usingCERIUS2 ~from
Accelyrs Inc.!81 and MPSIM.82–85 To prepare the cyclic
chains, we first built an ordinary linear chain and th
brought the two chain ends gradually closer and closer
applying successive decreased distance constraints and
mizing the energy. After the two chain ends were clo
enough to make a covalent bond, we formed a bond betw
them. Before data collection, all the chains were equilibra
using 2 nsNVTMD simulation at each temperature. The v
der Waals repulsion between various parts of the ring cau
the initial unknotted topology to be retained throughout
simulations, i.e., bond crossing is not possible. Figure
shows some typical results. We generally carried out the
simulations for 20 ns at various temperatures with three s
ing factors:f 50.25, 0.50, and 1.00.

III. DIMENSIONS OF LINEAR AND CYCLIC CHAINS
IN SOLUTION

A. The Flory exponents

The mean square radius of gyration of cyclic and line
polyethylene was calculated from the trajectories genera
during MD simulations at various temperatures, by

^Rg
2&5K 1

N (
i 51

N

~r i2r c.m.!
2L , ~4!

where r i denotes the position vector of each united at
(CH2 or CH3) and r c.m. denotes the position vector of th
center-of-mass for the chain. Kramer8,9 and Zimm and
Stockmayer10 suggested that the radius of gyration of cyc
and linear freely jointed chain has the following relationsh
with the number of bonds in a chain:

^Rg
2&cyclic5

1
12~N21!b2 for cyclic chain, ~5a!

^Rg
2& linear5

1
6~N21!b2 for linear chain, ~5b!

whereb is the bond length. These relationships are valid o
at the theta condition where the effects of excluded volu
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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are compensated by the solvent. In order to study the ch
dimensions for various solvents, Eqs.~5a! and ~5b! have
been extended as follows:4,20

^Rg
2&cyclic5

1

2~615z1z2!
S 11

z

312z D ~N21!2nb2

for cyclic chain, ~6a!

^Rg
2& linear5

1

~615z1z2!
~N21!2nb2 for linear chain,

~6b!

where z, the excluded volume parameter, is defined asz
52n21, andn is the Flory exponent. It should be noted th
Eqs. ~6a! and ~6b! express asymptotic relationship of cha
dimension with molecular weight~or chain length! which are
valid at largeN. So far, the Flory exponent,n has been ex-
tensively studied through various theoretical framewor
such as the perturbation theory, the exact enumeration,
mean-field theory, and the renormalization group theory a
all these theoretical works converge to the common feat
in which it is governed by the excluded-volume-effect a
has the value of 0.588 for a good solvent and 0.333 fo
poor solvent, while the value is 0.5 for the theta condition.4–7

FIG. 1. Typical structures arising in the MD simulations of linear and cyc
polyethylene. This is forN5600 atT5600 K for solvent scaling factor of
f 50.25 ~appropriate forN5600).
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For various values of solvent shielding,f, we calculated̂Rg
2&

as a function ofN for a range of temperatures. Figure
shows typical results for̂Rg& for cyclic and linear PE in-
cluding its autocorrelation behavior. Through 20 ns of sim
lation time, it is obvious that chain samples conformation
phase space sufficiently and that the autocorrelation dec
rapidly ~within 0.5 ns!. This indicates that 20 ns is suffi
ciently long to obtain converged results. Typical results
shown in Fig. 3 for a solvent scale factor off 50.25 with
temperatures from 200 to 600 K in 50 K increments~addi-
tionally, 328 K was simulated for linear polyethylene!. Here,
we see that

ln^Rg
2&5n ln~N21!21const, ~7!

FIG. 2. ~a! Time evolution of the radius of gyration for cyclic and linear P
for the case ofN5600 carbons with solvent scaling ratio off 50.25. Here
T5300 K for cyclic PE andT5328 K for linear PE~their respective theta
temperatures!. ~b! The autocorrelation functions for the trajectory in~a!.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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where the Flory exponentn is evaluated from the slope o
each linear regression curve, as shown in Fig. 4 and Tabl
The value ofn decreases from;0.58 for a good solvent to
0.3 for a poor solvent. These results are similar to the Mo
Carlo studies using finite chain length86–88 which find the
stepwise transition behavior smeared over a tempera
range, as in our simulation. We expect that this smear
range will decrease as the chain length is increased.

B. The theta temperature

The point at which the intermolecular interactions wi
the solvent exactly compensate the excluded volume effe
due to intramolecular interactions between polymer s

FIG. 3. Change of mean square radius of gyration with increasing len
(N) at various temperatures. The error bars correspond to the rms devi
calculated by considering the 20-ns-long segment as 10 uncorrelated
trajectories.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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ments leads tôRg
2& proportional to (N21), a Gaussian coil.

This is called thetheta temperature~u!. From Eq.~7! we see
that the Flory exponent isn50.5 at T5u. The calculated
values ofu for variousf are collected in Table III.

TABLE II. Flory exponents calculated for each solvent scale factor a
function of temperature.

Scale factor (f ) Temperature~K!

Flory exponent~n!

Cyclic PE Linear PE

0.25 200 0.2893 0.2634
250 0.4150 0.3692
300 0.4986 0.4638
328 ¯ 0.4995
350 0.5280 0.5174
400 0.5465 0.5439
450 0.5625 0.5598
500 0.5740 0.5705
550 0.5838 0.5782
600 0.5850 0.5812

0.50 400 0.3057 0.2803
500 0.4208 0.3785
600 0.5016 0.4648
650 ¯ 0.5000
700 0.5415 0.5280
800 0.5622 0.5558

1000 0.5791 0.5760
1200 0.5865 0.5862

1.00 750 0.2886 0.2664
1000 0.4307 0.4087
1195 0.4996 ¯

1300 ¯ 0.5010
1500 0.5494 0.5330
2000 0.5844 0.5801
2500 0.5870 0.5840

FIG. 4. Dependence of the Flory exponent on the solvent scaling factorf )
for various temperatures. For cyclic chains the theta condition is foun
300 K for f 50.25, at 600 K forf 50.50, and at 1195 K forf 51.00. For
linear chains the theta condition is found at 328 K forf 50.25, at 650 K for
f 50.50, and at 1300 K forf 51.00.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
a

TABLE III. Characteristic ratio of cyclic and linear polyethylene for simu
lations under various solvent scaling factors. See Eqs.~10! and ~11!.

Solvent
scaling

factor (f )

Cyclic Linear

Theta
temperature CN,cyclic

Theta
temperature CN, linear

0.25 300 7.77060.010 328 6.53060.003
0.50 600 5.88060.018 650 5.06060.005
1.00 1195 5.48060.023 1300 4.85060.011

at

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the mean square radius of gyr
normalized by number of bonds in a chain. This is for solvent scaling fac
of 0.25. This shows that theu condition is at 300 K for c-PE and at 328 K
for l-PE. The error bars correspond to the rms deviation calculated by c
sidering the 20-ns-long trajectory as 10 uncorrelated 2-ns-long segmen
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Figure 5 shows the predicted value of^Rg
2&/(N21) as a

function of chain length for various temperatures for a s
vent scaling factor off 50.25. We see that forT5300 K this
ratio is independent of chain length, establishing thatu5300
K for cyclic polyethylene withf 50.25 solvent, in agreemen
with the results in Fig. 2~a!. Similarly, Fig. 5 leads tou5328
K for linear PE in agreement with Fig. 2~b!.

Figure 6 shows that the predicted theta temperat
changes linearly with the solvent scaling factor for both c
clic and linear polyethylene, as shown in the following:

Tu,cyclic51192.86f 12.5 for cyclic polyethylene, ~8!

Tu,linear51296.57f 13.0 for linear polyethylene ~9!

~least-squares correlation coefficient of 0.999!.
The most used solvents have experimental theta t

peratures for linear polyethylene between 360 and 460 K.89,90

The scale factor corresponding to this range of solvent
f 50.28– 0.35,89,90 which is indicated by the vertical lines in
Fig. 6. In this range of solvents~theta temperatures betwee
331 and 423 K!, we predict that the theta temperature
cyclic polyethylene is lower than that of linear polyethylen
by 29–37 K or about 10%.

C. Characteristic ratios

The characteristic ratio is defined only at the theta co
dition as shown in the following:

C`,cyclic5 lim
N→`

CN,cyclic

5 lim
N→`

12̂ Rg
2&0,cyclic

Nb2
for cyclic chain, ~10!

FIG. 6. Dependence of the calculated theta temperature on the solvent
factor f. Common solvents lead tof 50.28– 0.35, which are indicated by th
vertical lines.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C`, linear5 lim
N→`

CN, linear

5 lim
N→`

6^Rg
2&0,linear

Nb2
for linear chain. ~11!

The value of the characteristic ratio indicates the effect
local interactions on chain conformation in the absence
excluded volume effects. Thus, for a freely jointed chain, t
parameter has the value of 1.0. For convenience we
cussedCN instead ofC` . The calculated characteristic ratio
for various solvent scaling factors are shown in Table
The value of characteristic ratio for linear polyethylene is
good agreement with experimental observations wh
ranges from89,90 5.3 to 7.1 with an average of;6.5.

D. Discussion

Figure 4 shows that at each temperature the Flory ex
nent of cyclic polyethylene is larger than that of linear for
solvents (f ). This indicates that cyclic polyethylene exper
ences a greater excluded volume effect than does linea
expected.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the theta temperature of cy
polyethylene is;10% lower than that of linear polyethylene
Although an experimentalu for c-PE has not been reported
this depression ofu due to the cyclic architecture is consi
tent with experimental studies on polystyrene~PS!, where
cyclic PS hasu528.0 °C, which is 2% lower than the
u534.5 °C for linear PS ~at the same molecula
weight!,46,47,56which was explained in terms of the topolog
cal constraint.27,28

Table III shows that the characteristic ratio decreases
the theta temperature increases. This implies that the un
turbed dimension of the polymer in a solvent with a high
theta temperature is smaller than that for a solvent wit
lower theta temperature. Thisu dependence of the characte
istic ratio from this study is also observed expe
mentally.3,91,92This result is interpreted as follows. At highe
temperature, the population ratio ofgaucheto trans confor-
mations decreases and polymer segments can easily o
come the conformational energy barrier betweengaucheand
trans state. This can be thought of as a decrease in ch
stiffness with increasing temperature. Figure 7 shows that
population in thetrans state decreases as the theta tempe
ture increases@higher scaling factor (f )] while the gauche
state population increases. This indicates that the chain
comes more flexible at higher theta temperature and
smaller characteristic ratio.

We find that the characteristic ratio of cyclic polyethy
ene is;20% larger than that of linear PE. This is consiste
with the dependence of the theta temperature on the cha
teristic ratio, since the theta temperature of cyclic polyeth
ene is lower than for linear PE.

The difference in characteristic ratio leads directly to
difference in the ratio of radius of gyration (^Rg

2&0,cyclic/
^Rg

2&0,linear) measured atu, as shown in Fig. 8. We find tha
this ratio varies from 0.59 to 0.57 for various solvent scali
factors (f ). This contrasts with the value of 0.5 from prev
ous analytic theoretical prediction based on Eqs.~5a! and

ale
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~5b!. Equations~5a! and ~5b! can be rewritten by including
the characteristic ratio at their individual theta temperatur

^Rg
2&0,cyclic5

CN,cyclic

12
~N21!^b2& for cyclic chain,

~12!

^Rg
2&0,linear5

CN, linear

6
~N21!^b2& for linear chain,

~13!

^Rg
2&0,cyclic/^Rg

2&0,linear5
1

2

CN,cyclic

CN, linear

. ~14!

FIG. 7. Dihedral angle distribution at the theta temperatures for vari
solvent scaling factors (f ): ~a! cyclic PE,~b! linear PE.
Downloaded 07 Mar 2006 to 131.215.240.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
s:

Thus, as the value ofCN,cyclic /CN, linear approaches 1.0 with
increasing solvent scaling factor~poorer solvents!, the value
of ^Rg

2&0,cyclic/^Rg
2&0,linear approaches the analytic theoretic

prediction of 0.5.
Earlier experimental studies on cyclic PS by Roove47

reported̂ Rg
2&0,cyclic/^Rg

2&0,linear50.53, which is in reasonable
agreement with our results on PE.

In investigating the effect of a good solvent on cha
conformations, Bloomfield and Zimm assumed that the no
Gaussian nature of chain conformation is caused both by
excluded volume effect and by chain stiffness.20 This led to
attempts to extend the concept of the characteristic ratio
describe the effect of local interactions on chain conform
tion in good solvents. Using

^Ri j
2 &cyclic5CN,cyclicu i 2 j u11z~N11z2u i 2 j u11z!/

N11z^b2& for cyclic chain, ~15!

^Ri j
2 & linear5CN, linearu i 2 j u11z^b2& for linear chain,

~16!

where z52n21 and ^Ri j
2 &k (k denotes cyclic or linear

chain! is the mean square distance between segmentsi andj,
in the derivation of Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!4,20 leads to

^Rg
2&cyclic5

CN,cyclic

2~615z1z2!
S 11

z

312z D ~N21!2n^b2&

for cyclic chain, ~17!

^Rg
2& linear5

CN, linear

~615z1z2!
~N21!2n^b2&

for linear chain. ~18!

s

FIG. 8. Ratio of radius of gyration between cyclic and linear polyethylene
the T5u as a function of solvent scaling factor. Common solvents lead
f 50.28– 0.35, which are indicated by the vertical lines.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Figure 9 shows the extended characteristic ratio calcula
for f 50.25 as a function of temperature. This temperat
dependence was explained earlier in discussing Table III
Fig. 7, namely the chain is more flexible at higher tempe
ture. Ignoring the decrease in characteristic ratio with
creasing temperature would have led to a chain expansio
good solvents much larger than in our simulations. This
dicates that ignoring such effects is an oversimplification

The magnitude of the extended characteristic ratio
cyclic polyethylene is larger than that of linear counterpart
the same temperature, and at the same temperature th
cluded volume effect for cyclic chain is greater than for li
ear chains~the cyclic chain architecture effect!. Thus, the
extended characteristic ratio is a function of both temperat
and chain architecture.

Figure 10 showŝRg
2&cyclic /^Rg

2& linear as a function of the
excluded volume parameter and temperature forN5600 and
a solvent with f 50.25. Whereas analytical theories lea
to4,20,21 ^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear increasing from 0.50 to 0.53 a

the excluded volume parameter~z! is increased from 0.0 to
0.20, our simulations lead to the opposite tren
^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear decreases from 0.59 to 0.48 as shown

Fig. 10~a!. This deviation from analytic theory arises becau
we find that

^Rg
2&cyclic /^Rg

2& linear5
1

2 S 11
z

312z DCN,cyclic

CN, linear

, ~19!

which also depends onCN,cyclic /CN, linear.
In Eq. ~19!, two competitive factors affect the behavio

of ^Rg
2&cyclic /^Rg

2& linear: excluded volume effects and th
chain stiffness. The results in Fig. 10~a! show that the con-
tribution of excluded volume effect tôRg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear is

surpassed by the opposite contribution of chain stiffne

FIG. 9. Dependence of extended characteristic ratio on temperature for
vent scaling factorf 50.25. Theu temperature is indicated by vertical line
for each use.
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Consequently, the chain expansion of cyclic polyethyle
compared to linear polyethylene is smaller than predic
from analytic theory for the same solvent condition.

Figure 10~a! compares cyclic and linear polyethylene fo
various amounts of the excluded volume effect~at a given
solvent condition!. However, for comparison to experimen
it is much more useful to consider systems at the same t
perature. As discussed in Figs. 3 and 5, the excluded volu
effect felt by a cyclic chain is larger than for linear chain
the same solvent at the same temperature. Thus, to com
properties at the same temperature we must consider di
ent solvent conditions with different excluded volume e
fects.

Figure 10~b! shows that the decrease of^Rg
2&cyclic /

^Rg
2& linear is negligibly small~from 0.60 to 0.59! as tempera-

ture is increased from 350 to 600 K. The decreasing rate
^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear is smaller than that shown in Fig. 10~a!

because the comparison at thesametemperature means tha

ol-

FIG. 10. ~a! Dependence of radius of gyration on excluded volume para
eter~j!; ~b! dependence of radius on gyration on temperature. Both cases
for solvent scaling factors off 50.25. Left axis:^Rg

2&. Right axis: ratio
between̂ Rg

2& for cyclic and linear chains.
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cyclic polyethylene has larger excluded volume effect th
linear counterpart.

Remarkably, Lutz et al.56 reported that ^Rg
2&cyclic /

^Rg
2& linear50.53 for PS in a good solvent, which is the sam

as Roover47 reported for the theta temperature for the sa
polymer using the same solvent. Thus, previous experime
comparisons between cyclic and linear polymer can be
plained consistently by considering the relationship betw
temperature and solvent condition plus the distinct beha
of characteristic ratio according to the chain architecture

IV. HYDRODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A. The simplified Oseen tensor

To characterize the effect of chain architecture on hyd
dynamic properties, we calculated the intrinsic viscosity
combining our MD results with the modified analytic theo
in which chain stiffness is described by the characteri
ratio. The hydrodynamic interaction betweenith andjth seg-
ment in a polymer chain far apart from each other by d
tanceRi j in a fluid is obtained by Oseen tensor (T i j ) in Eq.
~20! which was simplified by Kirkwood and Riseman a
shown in Eq.~21!,65

T i j 5
1

8ph0Ri j
S I1

Ri j Ri j

Ri j
2 D , ~20!

^T i j &5
1

6ph0
K 1

Ri j
L , ~21!

where I is a unit tensor andh0 is solvent viscosity. In this
approximation, the hydrodynamic interaction between ev
pair of polymer segments is treated as an averaged qua
according to the statistical conformations of polymer cha
^1/Ri j &. Thus, instead of̂ 1/Ri j & calculated from freely
jointed chain in Eqs.~22a! and ~22b! for cyclic and linear
chain, respectively,4,20,21

^T i j &5
1

6ph0
K 1

Ri j
L

5
1

~6p3!1/2
@b2u j 2 i u11z~N11z2u j 2 i u11z!/N11z#21/2

for cyclic chain, ~22a!

^T i j &5
1

6ph0
K 1

Ri j
L 5

1

~6p3!1/2
@b2u j 2 i u11z#21/2

for linear chain, ~22b!

we introduced explicitly the characteristic ratio into^1/Ri j &
as shown in the following:

^T i j &5
1

6ph0
K 1

Ri j
L

5
1

~6p3!1/2
@Ccyclicb

2u j 2 i u11z~N11z2u j

2 i u11z!/N11z#21/2 for cyclic chain, ~23a!
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^T i j &5
1

6ph0

5 K 1

Ri j
L 1

~6p3!1/2
@Clinearb

2u j 2 i u11z#21/2

for linear chain. ~23b!

B. The viscosity

The equations in Sec. IV A lead to analytic equations
intrinsic viscosity of both cases in the following:

@h#cyclic5
~12p3!1/2NA

M
22z/2N~11z!/2b^Rg

2&cyclic

3(
j

2

l j8
for cyclic chain, ~24a!

@h# linear5
~12p3!1/2NA

M
22z/2N~11z!/2b^Rg

2& linear

3(
j

1

l j8
for linear chain. ~24b!

This becomes

@h#cyclic5
2~12p3i !1/2NA

24M
22z/2N~12z!/2Ccyclic

21/2 615z1z2

S 11
z

312z D
3b^Rg

2&cyclic (
j

2

l j8
for cyclic chain, ~25a!

@h# linear5
~12p3!1/2NA

24M
22z/2N~12z/2Clinear

21/2~615z1z2!

3b^Rg
2& linear (

j

1

l j8
for linear chain, ~25b!

whereNA is Avogadro’s number,M is molecular weight of
the polymer, andl j8 is an eigenvalue from diagonalizing th
position-to-velocity transformation matrix in the analyt
theory4,20,93which is given in the following:62,64

l j85212dp2 j 2E
0

1S x

2D 2dF12S x

2D 2dG21/2

3cos~p jx !dx for cyclic chain, ~26!

l j85~2p!1/222d~p j !d@p jCd~p j !2dSd~p j !#

for linear chain, ~27a!

Cd5~2p!21/2E
0

x

t2dcos tdt, ~27b!

Sd~2p!21/2E
0

x

t2dsin tdt, ~27c!

whered5(11z)/2.
In order to calculate the value of intrinsic viscosity, th

excluded volume parameters were determined from the F
exponents shown in Table II, and the infinite sum of 1/l j8
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was evaluated numerically usingMATHEMATICA of Wolfram
Research, Inc.94 as summarized in Table IV. This leads t
values that are in good agreement with the values
Bloomfield–Zimm.20

TABLE IV. The excluded volume parameters and the eigenvalues calcul
for cyclic and linear polyethylene. See Eqs.~26! and ~27!.

Cyclic polyethylene Linear polyethylene

T ~K! z ( j
` 2

l j8
T ~K! z ( j

` 1

l j8

300 0.000 0.3833 328 0.000 0.5823
350 0.056 0.3210 350 0.035 0.5294
400 0.093 0.2838 400 0.088 0.4584
450 0.125 0.2590 450 0.120 0.4206
500 0.148 0.2412 500 0.141 0.3970
550 0.168 0.2271 550 0.156 0.3809
600 0.170 0.2245 600 0.162 0.3747

FIG. 11. ~a! Intrinsic viscosity as a function of excluded volume parame
~j!; ~b! intrinsic viscosity as a function of temperature. Both cases are
solvent scaling factors off 50.25. Left axis: intrinsic viscosity. Right axis
intrinsic viscosity ratio.
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Figure 11~a! shows that the intrinsic viscosity decreas
with increasing excluded volume parameter from the th
condition~z50! to the good solvent condition~z50.17!, and
simultaneously, the value of@h#cyclic /@h# linear monotonically
decreases from 0.71 to 0.64, in good agreement with ana
theoretical predictions.4 The value of@h#cyclic /@h# linear at the
theta condition, 0.71, is slightly larger than the predicti
from analytic theory, 0.66. This is probably caused by t
larger value of^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear50.59, compared to the

analytic theory value, 0.5. We believe that this can ration
ize the experimental observations95,96 in which intrinsic vis-
cosity ratio of polystyrene decreases from 0.71 to 0.62 al
with the solvent condition. On the other hand, the ratio
viscosity at thesame temperature need not exhibit suc
simple behavior in Fig. 11~b!. This is seen in the differen
shape of the curves for the intrinsic viscosity aroundT
5350 K, which is probably due to the difference in the d
creasing rate of the intrinsic viscosity with temperature.
deed, the comparison between the experimental intrinsic
cosity of cyclic and linear polymers for PS~leading to the
value of 0.66! was performed at the theta temperature
linear polymer, not at the individual theta temperature
each case.47,56

These results arenot consistent with the analytic theo
retical predictions, which are valid when the comparison is
the same excluded-volume-free condition. These anal
theory results seem questionable because the cyclic c
experiences more excluded volume effect at the theta co
tion of linear chain and its characteristic ratio is equal to
larger than that of linear one. Therefore, systematic exp
mental studies would be useful to confirm the predictions
the analytic theory and to test the predictions from our sim
lation.

V. SUMMARY

The dilute solution properties of cyclic polyethylen
were investigated by combining canonical~Nose–Hoover!
simulations with modified analytic theory.

To predict the temperature dependence of solvent
fects, we introduce a solvent scaling factor (f ) into the van
der Waals interaction. The solvent scaling factor is related
the theta temperature, which allows the scaling factor to
estimated for experimental solvents.

We find that the theta temperature for cyclic PE is;10%
lower than that of linear PE.

To describe the effects of solvent and chain stiffne
over a range of temperatures, we extended the concept o
characteristic ratio~originally defined only at the theta tem
perature!. We find that the extended characteristic ratio d
creases as the temperature is increased, indicating tha
chain becomes more flexible with increasing temperatu
This allows us to characterize the effect of temperature
solvent on the size of the polymer chains. We find that
extended characteristic ratio of cyclic polyethylene is 6%
13% larger than linear PE~at the same temperature! for sol-
vent conditions corresponding ton-pentane. This implies tha
the extended characteristic ratio is influenced by the ch
architecture as well as by temperature.
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We find that^Rg
2&cyclic /^Rg

2& linear decreases from 0.59 t
0.48 as the excluded volume parameter~z! is increased,
which is opposite the result of analytical theory based on
freely jointed chain model. We interpret this to indicate th
the contribution of excluded volume effect t
^Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear is surpassed by the competitive contrib

tion of chain stiffness~expressed by the characteristic ratio!.
We find that for n-pentane solvent̂Rg

2&cyclic /^Rg
2& linear

50.59 is independent of temperature. This is consistent w
experimental observations for polystyrene, where the rati
0.53.

To calculate the intrinsic viscosity for cyclic and line
polyethylene, we combined the conformational statist
from MD simulations with the Bloomfield–Zimm type
theory, introducing the extended characteristic ratio. We fi
that the value of@h#cyclic /@h# linear decreases from 0.71 t
0.64 as a function of excluded volume parameter~z!. This
value is 7% larger than from analytic theory.
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